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Chapter 601 

As soon as Hexi said this, Shen Sen’s face immediately showed disappointment . 

Shen Qingchuo’s smiling face even collapsed, revealing a weeping expression . 

Hexi laughed . She took out a stack of talisman from her arms and handed it to Shen Qingchuo as she 

said slowly, “This is a kind of voice transmission talisman, even if it is thousands of miles away, you can 

contact me . Moreover, each talisman can be used many times . It is much easier to use than today’s 

inscribed message jade slip . Miss Shen can find me through this talisman if you need me . ” 

These talismans were sent to her through blackmarket together with the recording talisman when she 

communicated with Jiang Huai this time . It was similar to the talisman with special functions, but it was 

unable to fight . Hexi had a few stacks of it . 

It must be said that Jiang Huai’s talent in making this special talisman was really unmatched . 

Shen Qingchuo turned happy from sorrow as she received the talisman from Hexi . She then asked, 

“Young Master Xi, if I want to see you, can I come to Yanjing City to find you?” 

Hexi nodded naturally, “If you want to see me, go to the Shengde Church in Yanjing City to find Xi Yue, 

and I will definitely come to see you . ” 

After saying goodbye to Shen Qingchuo and others, Hexi was about to leave the palace, and suddenly 

came the voice of a young man behind him . 

“Xi Yue, wait . ” 

Hexi looked back and faced Xia Yichen’s strong and calm face . 

Behind Xia Yichen, there were still the few fellow apprentices, including Nalan Ziyun, who had a dull 

look, but these brothers and sisters all stood far away . 

In addition to Nalan Ziyun, other Qixing Palace disciplines were extremely friendly in her eyes . 

After all, if it wasn’t Hexi, their Qixing Palace would be utterly defeated by Shui Yue Sect just now . 

Xia Yichen moved his mouth; he held back his words for a long time before saying, “You… why did you 

help me?” 

“Help you?” Hexi raised an eyebrow . “Didn’t I just say the true? Sorry, you are thinking too much . I 

don’t mean to help you . ” 

Xia Yichen had a twitch in the corner of his mouth . He suddenly pulled a wooden sign-like thing from his 

arm and threw it to Hexi . He coldly said, “This is my pass and the summon token for Qixing Palace . If 

you have any difficulties in the future that you need my Qixing Palace help, you pass this token to any 

Qixing Palace branch business, I will receive the message soon . ” 

“If you come to the Qixing Palace, this token will also let you pass unimpeded . ” 
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Hexi held the wooden sign and felt the vague spiritual power on it . There were simple carved flowers 

and the words “Seven Stars Return” . It seemed to be an impressive token . 

Without needing to feel the spiritual power of the wooden sign at this point, she could guess it by just 

looking at Nalan Ziyun’s distorted look after seeing the token in the distance . 

Hexi said with an ambiguous smile, “Aren’t you afraid that it will be disadvantageous to your Qixing 

Palace by giving me such an important item?” 

Xia Yichen Leng snorted coldly, “Our Qixing Palace has a thousand years of history . Will I be afraid of a 

little disadvantage? Anyway… you keep this token . Find me if you need anything . ” 

Seeing Hexi’s a pair of bright slanted eyes staring at him, the clear and deep eyes seemed to be able to 

suck all human souls . He suddenly choked, and he stuttered a little, “You… don’t overthink it, I just 

don’t want to owe others favors . ” 

After talking, his face flushed as if a cat with its tail being stepped on . He turned and walked away . 

Hexi looked at his embarrassed leaving back, and she smiled slightly . 

Suddenly she took out two other red and green wooden signs from her arm, and there was a hint of 

dumbfounding . 
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She hadn’t walked out of the Jinling Kingdom so far, but she already had three tokens from the major 

sects of other countries . 

One was from Feng Family, one was from Qingxia Sect, and one was from Qixing Palace . 

It was really interesting . 

This year’s Big Hunting Match had finally come to an end . Hexi did not stay here in Breaking Spirit 

Mountain like other martial artists, but she chose to rush back to Cang Mountain courtyard overnight . 

What made her strange was that after the closing ceremony of Big Hunting Match, she had never seen 

Ouyang Haoxuan, nor anyone from Feng Family . 

Although the people of the Feng Family lost their faces before and after Big Hunting Match, it was 

normal to leave early and not dare to see anyone . 

However, Hexi still has some uneasiness in her mind . She felt that it was safer to return to Sealed 

Dragon Domain’s Secret Territory earlier . 

Just down to the foot of Breaking Spirit Mountain, the sky was completely dark . 

Tonight was starless and moonless, the sky was dull . From time to time the cold wind whistled across 

the sky, bringing a chill . 

Hexi took a deep breath and left Breaking Spirit Mountain . This meant that she left the prohibition of 

the Big Hunting Match . She could naturally use her flying sword . 
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However, when Hexi was going to cast her Li Shui Sword, she suddenly felt an inexplicable heart 

palpitations . 

The mournful and heartbroken roar of wild beasts sounded in the dark night . 

The anxiety in Hexi’s heart grew stronger . She cast her Li Shui Sword as soon as possible and was about 

to leave . 

Suddenly, a chill and powerful spiritual power spread from the southeast, covering thousands of square 

meters of the surrounding land . 

The spiritual power accompanied by Divine Sense was sweeping and exploring something . It seemed to 

be looking for something anxiously . At the same time, it blocked all spiritual power fluctuations in this 

area . 

The coercion and strength carried in this spiritual power was even stronger than that of Feng Yunjing, 

and Hexi was impossible to resist it today . 

Hexi’s forehead exuded a little sweat . 

Immediately afterward, she heard countless footsteps running in the distance, and there was some 

screaming faintly . 

“… Quick look . We can’t let him run away…” 

“… He is so badly injured . He could never run far . You go over there; we go over here …” 

Hexi frowned slightly, and it seemed that this prohibition was not directed against him . 

This group of people seemed to be looking for someone . 

She exerted slight force under his feet, then Qi circulated in her body . Hexi retreated silently and quickly 

. Her figure submerged into the darker shadow of the mountain wall . 

After a while, a group of men in black and veiled masks ran through hurriedly with illuminating stone . 

They carefully checked their surroundings all the way back and forth again and again . 

Although she could not see their faces clearly, their eyes that were exposed outside the face towel were 

full of anxiety . 

Hexi’s location was very good . She was hanging in the air against the mountain wall, and she was best at 

concealing her breath, so this group of people went around a few times here, and they did not find her . 

After 30 minutes, the group of people probably determined that there was no one hiding here, so they 

hurried away to search for the next location . 

Hexi jumped down from the mountain wall, looking at the direction in which these people left, and she 

was lost in thought . 

Suddenly, a painful scream came from the crowd who had just left . 



One, two, three times, the strong bloody smell spread in the dark night with the screams of human 

beings and the roar of the beast . 

Hexi’s heart tightened, and there was a creepy fear in her spine 

In the direction of the bloody smell, there was no fluctuation of spiritual power, but she felt an 

instinctive fear . 
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A few black-shirted man figures rolled as they fled to her direction . 

As they rolled, they shouted sternly . 

“… Help… here… he is here… help…ahhh!” 

However, without waiting for them to run a few steps, their bodies were torn into pieces . 

Blood was splashing everywhere; internal organs were falling all over; the air was full of disgusting 

breath . 

Hexi knew she should enter the darkness to hide her breath, but she didn’t know why . 

Feeling the breath that covered her from afar, her footsteps could not move . 

That breath was too cruel, but it was too sad, desperate, angry and mad . 

The last black-shirted man fled only ten steps away from Hexi and issued a sharp shout: “Save me— I 

don’t want to die . Save me —!!!” 

However, in the next moment, he was torn in half, and his internal organs and flesh fell on the ground . 

And when he was torn open, the mouth was still wide open . His eyes were full of fear . 

Hexi felt a bloody smell and the warm blood splashed on her face that made her want to vomit . 

Immediately afterward, the body that was torn apart was thrown away . A shadow approached her 

slowly in the darkness . 

The low whine and roar, the rich bloody smell, and the scorching and burning sensation that could only 

be felt when approaching . 

It wasn’t until the dark figure stood in front of Hexi that she realized that the shadow in front of her that 

roared like a beast and killed dozen of people in an instant turned out to be … a person . 

Black Shadow approached her step by step, the burning breath brought a burning sensation on her skin 

with a bloody brutality . 

Those eyes that were also shining in the dark night were completely like the vertical pupils of the beast, 

but they exuded the color of blood that was scary . 

Hexi swallowed her saliva . Her long, cold fingers held onto the invisible needle . She said with a hoarse 

voice, “Who are you?” 
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There were countless footsteps rushing toward this side quickly from far away . 

The group of black-shirted men obviously came to catch the person in front of her . 

“Roar ~~~~~~~” A roar came from the dark figure’s throat . It was mixed with the man’s husky voice and 

the ferocious brutality of the beast . 

The invisible needle in Hexi’s hand was almost shot out, but suddenly the light from the illuminating 

stone was lightly projected on the dark figure . 

It was just a short moment . It was almost a blur when the light shone on the dark figure and turned 

dark . 

Hexi’s hand suddenly stopped . Her eyes were widening in disbelief . “Ouyang Haoxuan? !!!” 

How could it be Ouyang Haoxuan?!! 

=== 

The time went back a few hours before the ending of the Big Hunting Match’s closing ceremony . 

In a remote cave at the foot of Breaking Spirit Mountain, Ouyang Zhixiong opened his eyes in a daze . 

At the moment of consciousness, he only felt that his whole body was sour as if he were to melt . His 

original cultivation of the Gold Core stage seemed to be solidified by something . He couldn’t exert it at 

all . 

Ouyang Zhixiong looked around, and what he saw was a few masked men in black . 

There were only two leaders standing before him . One was dressed in a white scholar robe of ordinary 

appearance, and the other was tall, wearing a dark red robe with a woven pattern, but he was wearing a 

black mask on his face, covering most of his face . 

Seeing Ouyang Zhixiong waking up, both of them came toward him . An invisible spirit pressure rushed 

to his face, making Ouyang Zhixiong shudder . 
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Chapter 604 

These two people were at least Nascent Soul stage cultivation . 

Moreover, these masked men in black were also Gold Core stage . 

Who are these people? What do they want to do to catch me? 

Ouyang Zhixiong thought in this way, and immediately asked, “Who are you guys? What did you do to 

me?” 

The scholar in white chuckled, “You don’t need to know who we are . Just answer our questions 

honestly . ” 

The man in white’s voice was sharp and high pitch, but it let people feel that he deliberately changed his 

voice . 
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Ouyang Zhixiong said sharply, “Do you know who I am? I am the mighty general of the Jinling Kingdom . 

You dare to be presumptuous in the territory of the Jinling Kingdom, are you not afraid of dying 

horribly?” 

“Jinling Country?” The man in white seemed to hear the funniest joke . “It’s just a Jinling Country . If we 

want to eliminate it, we can do it by one finger . Do you think we are scared? General 

Ouyang,hahahaha… ” 

Ouyang Zhixiong’s complexion turned blue and white . 

He knew that Jinling was just a small country . In addition to His Royal Highness King of Hell, there was 

no cultivator at the Nascent Soul stage . 

He was nominally the mighty general who was in charge of 100,000 elite soldiers, but these elite soldiers 

were just ordinary people in the end . If they were to fight another sect of another country, they would 

be trampled on . 

And listening to the words of these people, it was obvious that they were not the people of the Jinling 

Kingdom . 

Ouyang Zhixiong took a deep breath and said in a cold voice, “Even if you are not afraid of the Jinling 

Kingdom, you should know that nowadays, there are many people from all major sects in the Breaking 

Spirit Mountain . If all the major sects know that you dare to act recklessly… ” 

Before Ouyang Zhixiong’s words were finished, the man in white suddenly stretched out his hand and 

gently waved it . 

Ouyang Zhixiong only felt a sudden pain on his face . He snorted and spat out blood . 

The man in white smiled in a slightly high pitch voice, “Ouyang Zhixiong, do you think you are qualified 

to ask questions now? I have said that you only have to answer my question obediently . ” 

Ouyang Zhixiong was frightened and angry . He could only grit his teeth to suppress the fear and anger 

in his heart . 

The man in white saw that he became honest, then he said with satisfaction, “We caught you because 

we just want to ask you a question . Do you have the Five Elements Spirit Pearl in your Ouyang Family?” 

“Five Elements Spirit Pearl?” Ouyang Zhixiong looked up in surprise . “What is that? I have never heard 

of any Five Elements Spirit Pearl!” 

The man in white looked at the red robe man in surprise . 

Then he frowned, took out something like a compass, and put at Ouyang Zhixiong’s side . 

As the compass just came close to Ouyang Zhixiong, the pointer above gently shook . 

The man in white’s face suddenly showed a smile of excitement, then he slapped Ouyang Zhixiong’s face 

again . “Old fox, you dare to lie to me . If you haven’t been close to the Five Elements Spirit Pearl for a 

long time, how will this compass respond to you . ” 



Ouyang Zhixiong’s cultivation was now completely sealed, and with a slap, he only felt his eardrum was 

buzzing . He could not speak for a while . 

The reticent man in the red robe finally said slowly at this time, “The best way to preserve the Five 

Elements Spirit Pearl is to generally seal it in martial artists with the same attribute spiritual power, and 

it will be transferred to future generations through one’s bloodline, so it is normal that they didn’t 

notice the existence of the Five Elements Spirit Pearl . ” 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 
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Ouyang Zhixiong was full of shock . His eyes were looking at the compass, but he couldn’t understand 

what the two men were talking about . 

He shivered and raised his head, shouting, “I really don’t know what Five Elements Spirit Pearl, and I 

have never seen relevant records in my Ouyang Family’s codex . Did you find the wrong person?” 

“Hehe, people can lie, but this [Tai Chi compass] won’t . ” The man in white smiled sinisterly at Ouyang 

Haoxuan, “The compass’s pointer move, and that means you can at least often get in touch with Five 

Elements Spirit Pearl . ” 

“Ouyang Zhixiong, if you tell the whereabouts of Five Elements Spirit Pearl obediently, we may still spare 

you the life of Ouyang Family . Otherwise, it is not just you who will die!” 

Ouyang Zhixiong shuddered as he was stared at by the cold gaze . An inexplicable fear raised in his mind 

. 

He shouted loudly, “I really don’t know where Five Elements Spirit Pearl is . You… you don’t touch my 

wife and son, otherwise I will never let you go!” 

The man in white suddenly laughed when he heard the words, and his laughter was full of contempt, 

“You don’t let me go? How are you going to not let me go?” 

With that said, he clapped in the air and said loudly, “Bring her in . ” 

Ouyang Zhixiong was stunned, but then he heard a familiar woman struggling and screaming in his ear, 

“Let me go, who are you? Why do you want to catch me? Don’t you know who am I?” 

“Xiangyun–!” As Ouyang Zhixiong heard the voice, his body that had been lying on the ground struggled 

violently . He rushed toward the direction of the voice, “Xiangyun, are you okay!” 

“Master, why are you here too?” When Mrs . Ouyang saw Ouyang Zhixiong, she immediately rushed into 

his arms . Her cold body was shivering in fear . 

When Ouyang Zhixiong saw his wife, the fear on his face grew stronger . He stared tightly at the two in 

front of him, then he said as he trembled, “You … you guys caught my wife, what do you want to do?” 

The man in white smiled faintly, “It’s not just your wife . After a while, your baby son will come here to 

meet you . ” 

Ouyang Zhixiong’s facial muscles twitched . 
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When Mrs . Ouyang heard them mentioning her son, she immediately shouted, “You… what do you guys 

want to do? You can’t hurt my son!” 

The man in white looked coldly at Ouyang Zhixiong and slowly said, “Then it depends on whether 

Ouyang Zhixiong is willing to tell the whereabouts of Five Elements Spirit Pearl . As long as you hand 

over Five Elements Spirit Pearl, I guarantee that you can go back safely . Otherwise,hehe… your family of 

three will reunion in hell . ” 

“I don’t know-!!!” Ouyang Zhixiong yelled, and his plead had turned hoarse already . “I really don’t know 

what Five Elements Spirit Pearl . If you want to kill, just direct it all at me . Please let my wife and son go . 

” 

The man in white wrinkled his eyebrows, and an impatient killing intent flashed across his eyes . 

The man in the red robe next to him suddenly said in a low, cold voice, “According to the records of 

Great Ancient Book, after the Five Elements Spirit Pearl is sealed inside the body of a martial artist, it can 

not be detected . Only the martial artist of the Gold Core stage can manifest it . ” 

“The method of manifestation is also very simple . It only requires the martial artist to be greatly 

stimulated . After his fundamental essence soul and spiritual power are all in disorder . Five Elements 

Spirit Pearl will not be able to maintain the seal, then it will naturally appear . Of course, as the martial 

artist as a vessel will also be consumed by the manifestation of Five Elements Spirit Pearl . ” 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 
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“Bai Sha, do you need me to teach you a simple method?” 

The voice of the man in the red robe was so arrogant that it had a hint of carelessness as a superior . He 

was even looking at Ouyang Zhixiong and his wife like they were just ants . 

What he said made Ouyang Zhixiong’s body trembled . An ominous hunch hit him like a storm . 

The man in white, known as Bai Sha, was overjoyed when he heard the words . He bowed toward the 

man in red robe, “Young Master, I understand . You can rest assured that I and Hei Sha have been with 

you for a long time, and we have learned a lot of means to torture people! ” 

With that, Bai Sha made a hint at the masked man in black next to him . 

There was a fear in Ouyang Zhixiong’s eyes . He held his wife tightly in his hands as he said in a tremble, 

“What do you want to do? I don’t know Five Elements Spirit Pearl; I really don’t know what Five 

Elements Spirit Pearl is!!” 

However, the men in black simply ignored what he was talking about . 

They quickly stepped forward and kicked Ouyang Zhixiong, who was weak because of the seal, and then 

dragged Mrs . Ouyang . 

Mrs . Ouyang shouted sharply, her hands and legs were kicking and waving nonstop, but Mrs . Ouyang 

was just an ordinary Foundation Establishment stage cultivator, how could she be the opponent of these 

Gold Core stage powerhouses . 
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Ouyang Zhixiong wanted to rush to grab his wife, but he was kicked away by Bai Sha . 

Bai Sha stepped forward and stepped on Ouyang Zhixiong who kept roaring . He sneered, “Ouyang 

Zhixiong, if you want your wife to suffer less, it is better to hand out the Five Elements Spirit Pearl 

obediently . ” 

As he said, he exerted force with his leg . Ouyang Zhixiong felt only a sharp pain in his chest . 

The ribs on his chest were breaking, and it was so painful that his body twitched suddenly . 

“Master — !!!” Mrs . Ouyang saw Ouyang Zhixiong suffering, and she suddenly cried and tried to pounce 

on him . 

But how could the black men who caught him let her do it? 

Bai Sha’s face was covered with an evil smile . He bent down to grab Ouyang Zhixiong’s hair, pulled him 

up, grabbed him, and showed him his wife . 

An undertone and deliberate sharp voice sounded in his ear like a summon of the hell . “Ouyang 

Zhixiong, although your wife is old, and her cultivation isn’t high, she still looks beautiful . ” 

“Although she is old, my brothers have spent a month in Breaking Spirit Mountain . Now it is good to 

have the taste of a woman . Not to mention, it is the wife of the mighty general of the Jinling State . It 

would be nice to play with a woman with such a noble identity, don’t you think so? ” 

Ouyang Zhixiong’s eyes widened sharply . His eyes were bloodshot as he stared fiercely at the man next 

to him, “You… you dare! You are not allowed to touch Xiangyun or my wife … Otherwise, I will never let 

you go … … ” 

“Hahaha…” Bai Sha laughed suddenly when he saw his greasy expression and crimson eyes . “That’s 

right; that’s it, just be more agitated, angrier, and more hopeless …” 

As he said, he looked at the few men in black with a cold and cruel smile, “What are you guys waiting 

for!” 

“By the way, to prevent her from committing suicide, you guys should first severe her meridians . ” 

With that said, he seemed to remember something, and he said something meaningfully, “I remember 

that your son’s meridians were also shocked by someone, and he lay in bed for six months right? Finally, 

he was cured by Xi Yue . ” 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 
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“Now that Ms . Ouyang’s meridians are severed, I think she can still be treated by Xi Yue 

right?Hahaha…” 

“No—! No — !!! Don’t ——— !!!!!!” 

The mournful roar and pleading echoed in the cave . 

However, no one here would pity him at all, and no one would listen to his pleading . 
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A painful wailing sounded, Mrs . Ouyang’s face turned pale . Her body crumbled to the ground like a 

pool of mud . 

At this moment, her meridians had been severed . Let alone walking or struggling, she couldn’t even lift 

her hand . 

However, she was still alive, and the spiritual power in her dantian was still running, supporting her 

voice . She couldn’t die even if she wanted to . 

Mrs . Ouyang’s face was full of tears; despair and pain filled her eyes . 

But the humiliation and torture were far from over . 

Soon, a man rushed up, shredded her clothes . He disregarded her screaming and crying and did 

whatever he wantedwith her . 

“Don’t-!!! Don’t-!!! Xiangyun, let go of her-!!!” Ouyang Zhixiong struggled violently like a lunatic, and the 

voice in his mouth was like the desperate wailing of the beast, “You monster, monster!! Kill me if you 

dare! Just kill me!!!” 

Ouyang Zhixiong watched that his wife being raped in front of him, but he could do nothing . 

He only felt that the blood in his body rushed to the top of his head, and he frantically condensed it to 

his dantian . 

As her body was struck and shaken violently, Mrs . Ouyang’s face was full of silent tears . There were no 

more crying and screaming . 

Her heart was dead . Even if she could survive, she would not allow her dirty body to stay in the world . 

“Ahhh—!!” 

Ouyang Zhixiong suddenly burst into an astounding roar, and he slammed toward Bai Sha . 

His dantian and spiritual power that had been seal initially was running at this moment . 

Bai Sha was caught off guard, and he was actually knocked away by Ouyng Zhixiong for several steps . 

He rushed toward her wife crazily and punched off the man who was riding his wife ruthlessly . 

Bai Sha’s face showed a satisfied smile . 

Under such intense stimulation, if he really had Five Elements Spirit Pearl, it would soon appear . 

Bai Sha’s figure shook, and condensed spiritual power clusters in his hand, grabbing Ouyang Zhixiong, 

who was madly screaming and punching . 

Ouyang Zhixiong, who was so brave, was just a powerless bug in his hand . 

Bai Sha reached out and explored Ouyang Zhixiong’s dantian, but he immediately showed a 

disappointed look . 

Although his spiritual power was running, there were no signs of condensing Five Elements Spirit Pearl . 



“Trash–!” Bai Sha’s face was gloomy . He ruthlessly stomped on Ouyang Zhixiong, whose mouth was 

bleeding, and he sneered, “It seems that the stimulation for you is not enough, if you condense the Five 

Elements Spirit Pearl, I might let you go . But since you are so ignorant, then don’t blame me for being 

rude!” 

With that said, his cold, tyrannical gaze glanced at the men in black . “Just now you treat Mrs . Ouyang 

too gentle . Since one person is not stimulating enough, then let’s do two people and even three people 

together . ” 

“Don’t waste time, our General Ouyang is waiting to watch a good show!” 

The screams of sorrow, anger, and despair resounded in the cave again and again . 

It was a bloody torture like hell, and it was also cruel torture that was inhumane at all . 
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Half an hour later, the black-shirted men who were surrounding by Mrs . Ouyang reached out to test her 

breath . They reported coldly, “Reporting to White Protector (also known as Bai Sha), Mrs . Ouyang is 

dead!” 

On the ground not far away, the wife who was originally dignified and beautiful was lying dead on the 

ground . 

There was no complete skin on her body . There were blue and purple bite marks and scratches 

everywhere . 

Her legs were twisted unnaturally, and her body was in a twisted posture . Obviously not only her 

meridians, but also her bones in her body were broken . 

Her eyes were widened; the tears in the corners of the eyes had dried up; her messy hair was drooping, 

covering the dead eyes . 

The moment before she died was full of despair and hatred . 

Ouyang Zhixiong stared blankly at the scene in front of him, and his body trembled like a sieve . 

He couldn’t hear anything, and he couldn’t feel anything . Only the sentence in his ear kept echoing—

“Dead, Xiangyun is dead . My wife who has been with me for decades… died… ” 

“Kill… Kill… I will kill you all… I will kill you this bunch of… monsters …” 

Ouyang Zhixiong suddenly jumped up and rushed toward the man in red robe . 

He knew that he was the mastermind of everything . He was the one who captured him and his wife . He 

suggested to torture Xiangyun to stimulate him . 

It was this beast that killed Xiangyun . He made her die so miserably!! 

Ouyang Zhixiong’s actions were beyond everyone’s expectations, especially Bai Sha, who had already 

known that he would assault him . Who knows he actually pounced toward the man in red robe . 
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The man in the red robe also showed some surprise, but then the surprise quickly turned into contempt 

. 

At the moment Ouyang Zhixiong rushed over, he condensed spiritual at his left leg and kicked toward 

Ouyang Zhixiong’s chest . 

Who knows that Ouyang Zhixiong was ignoring the kick as if he didn’t want his life anymore . 

A pair of hands full of blood because of scratching the ground rock, clawed toward the man’s neck like a 

ghost . 

“Bang-” Ouyang Zhixiong was undoubtedly knocked out by the kick . Blood was flowing out of his mouth 

. 

But unexpectedly, the man in the red robe almost pinched to the neck . The mask on his face was 

shaken and dropped, showing a cold face . 

Ouyang Zhixiong struggled to get up from the ground . He saw his face when he still blurred, and his 

eyes widened suddenly . 

“Feng … Feng Yunjing– ?!” 

He let out a hoarse roar, “It turns out to be you, the Feng Family!!” 

“Feng Yunjing, aren’t you afraid of being punished by God for doing such immoral thing? You damn 

animal?” 

Feng Yunjing sneered with his hands behind his back, and he coldly glanced at Ouyang Zhixiong on the 

ground . It was as if he was looking at rotten meat that made him sick . 

“This old man didn’t condense Five Elements Spirit Pearl after such great stimulation . It seems that Five 

Elements Spirit Pearl is probably not on him . ” 

Bai Sha nodded and said, “In this way, the person in the Ouyang Family who can get in contact to 

Ouyang Zhixiong every day, and has the cultivation of the Gold Core stage or above, can only be Ouyang 

Haoxuan . ” 

Feng Yunjing frowned, “Have you caught Ouyang Haoxuan yet?” 

Bai Sha’s face looked a bit ugly . He said in a deep voice, “Ouyang Haoxuan, this boy is very cunning . He 

noticed that we were following him in Breaking Spirit Mountain, so he immediately hid in the 

enchantment of the Breaking Spirit Mountain . ” 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 609 

“Our people who chased him were all trapped inside . When we came out of the enchantment, we had 

completely lost him . 

Feng Yunjing’s eyes were cold, and he was greatly displeased, “Can’t you chase when you lost him?” 
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Bai Sha quickly said, “Young master, please be rest assured, after the Big Hunting Match is over, he will 

return to the main palace hall . I have notified him by the unique mean to Ouyang Family to let him 

come here alone . ” 

“What do you want to do with my son?!” Ouyang Zhixiong made a shrilling roar as he heard his son’s 

whereabouts . “Feng Yunjing, I said that we don’t know what Five Elements Spirit Pearl, and Haoxuan is 

impossible to know . Just let him go! Please let him go! ” 

Feng Yunjing sneered and said quietly, “Relax, it doesn’t matter if he doesn’t know the existence of Five 

Elements Spirit Pearl . As long as the Five Elements Spirit Pearl is in his body and he is sufficiently 

stimulated, it will naturally condense and manifest . ” 

Ouyang Zhixiong shuddered, remembering the stimulation and torture he just had when he thought of 

his wife’s tragic death . 

He couldn’t bear it anymore . He pounced on Feng Yunjing crazily, “I will fight you guys until I’m dead!!” 

Feng Yunjing’s eyes were cold, and his long sword suddenly unsheathed . 

Two strikes, and Ouyang Zhixiong’s legs were cut off by Qi Gen . 

Ouyang Zhixiong fell to the ground . His body was creeping like a bloodworm, and a large amount of 

blood flowed out under him which looked very miserable . 

Feng Yunjing sneered, “If it weren’t for the purpose of keeping you to stimulate Ouyang Haoxuan, do 

you think you can still live until now?” 

Bai Sha looked at Ouyang Zhixiong’s creeping on the ground and chuckled, “Tze tze, the majestic general 

of the Jinling Kingdom . If your soldiers see your stupid look, will they really recognize you as their 

genera? ” 

As the person next to him was about to respond, a man in black who was staying outside suddenly 

hurried in and whispered in Feng Yunjing’s ear . 

Feng Yunjing’s eyes lit up, and there was a bit of a bloodthirsty smile on his face . “The time is just right . 

Just bring him in, then he can see such a wonderful scene . ” 

After Feng Yunjing finished speaking, he put two phantom hoods over the figures of Ouyang Zhixiong 

and Mrs . Ouyang . 

Soon, a tall and handsome young man walked in from outside the cave . 

He was hesitant in his footsteps as he said to the people around him, “Didn’t you say my parents are 

waiting for me here? Where are they?” 

The man’s voice was a little trembling, but he still grinned reluctantly, “Haoxuan, Uncle… uncle is only 

doing it for the sake of others . To call you here … It’s really not related to me… really not…” 

Ouyang Haoxuan’s face sank, and he quickly entered the cave . 

He couldd feel the strong spirit pressure and spiritual power fluctuations in the cave . 



However, thinking of the safety of his parents, and the mother’s personal jewelry that his uncle showed 

him, Ouyang Haoxuan didn’t hesitate to enter the cave . 

At this time, the sun was setting, and the sky slowly dimmed . The entire Breaking Spirit Mountain 

seemed to be covered with a layer of blood . 

But in this hole, the light became dimmer as the bloody smell became stronger . 

As soon as Ouyang Haoxuan entered the cave, he felt a strong spirit pressure coming to him . 

That was definitely the pressure of at least the intermediate level of the Nascent Soul stage . 

He looked up and saw Feng Yunjing and Bai Sha looking at him with an ambiguous smile . 

Ouyang Haoxuan’s pupils shrank suddenly . He said coldly, “As expected… the people who wants to 

catch me in the Breaking Spirit Mountain are really the people of the Feng Family!” 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 610 

Xi Yue was right . The people of Feng Family was the one who always wanted to catch him . 

Bai Sha smiled, “Ouyang Haoxuan, you are much smarter than your stupid parents . In Breaking Spirit 

Mountain, you escaped my pursuit three or four times, but your good luck has come to an end . ” 

Ouyang Haoxuan’s eyes suddenly turned gloomy and shouted, “What about my parents? What did you 

guys do to them? Just go after me if you want me! Don’t hurt my parents!” 

“Oh, don’t hurt your parents?” Bai Sha laughed . “But what if I have hurt them?” 

With that, Bai Sha waved his hand gently . 

Ouyang wife and husband slowly appeared naked on the ground where there were nothing . 

The original dignified and beautiful and gentle mother was like a broken doll now . She was presented in 

a twisted and humiliating posture in front of him . 

The mother had long dead, but those eyes were still open, telling indescribable sadness and hatred . 

“Mother——!!!” 

Ouyang Haoxuan rushed frantically to Mrs . Ouyang’s body and lifted her up . 

Mrs . Ouyang’s body made a fractured sound . The broken bones broke apart, revealing a more horrible 

and broken body and those traces of humiliation . 

Ouyang Haoxuan’s body was trembling violently, and his eyes were constantly flashing with scarlet fire . 

He hugged his mother’s body tightly and made a broken, hoarse cry, “Mother … Mother! You wake up! 

Mother, please wake up and see me, I am Haoxuan, mother! Can you please wake up and see me?” 

Scarlet blood and tears flowed down his eyes, and the young man in his twenties was crying like a child 

who had lost everything . 
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Ouyang Haoxuan’s life collapsed in his twenties, then it was reconstructed again after meeting Xi Yue . 

In his reconstructed life, the only one who supported his sky was his parents, who always took good care 

of him and never abandoned him; when he was in pain, they were more painful than him; he was always 

treated like a treasure by his parents . 

But now, his mother … was dead! 

And she was turned into such a miserably broken corpse . She suffered such a humiliation and died in 

front of him . 

Ouyang Haoxuan slowly raised his head, his scarlet eyes looked like an inferno flame, and he looked 

straight at Feng Yunjing and Bai Sha . 

“You … killed my mother?” 

His voice was calm and hoarse, as if it was the most common question, but Bai Sha felt inexplicably 

creepy . 

However, thinking of his own purpose and the stimulation that Ouyang Haoxuan was receiving at this 

time . 

Bai Sha’s face smiled quickly again, “Why? It’s enough to just look at your mother? Don’t you want to 

look at your father, Ouyang Zhixiong?” 

After finishing speaking, he waved his hand and the False Spirit Shield was removed . Ouyang Zhixiong’s 

legs were cut, lying on the ground . 

Ouyang Zhixiong in the False Spirit Shield can speak, but his voice couldn’t go through the shield . 

At this moment, Ouyang Zhixiong shouted and shouted, “Huoxuan, go… go now immediately!! Don’t 

care about us, just go quickly!!!” 

“Daddy-!!!” Ouyang Haoxuan yelled loudly, rushing toward Ouyang Zhixiong . 

However, Bai Sha moved faster than him . 

A somewhat pale palm was pressed behind Ouyang Zhixiong, and a powerful spiritual power was 

suddenly triggered . 

“Bang–” With a loud noise, only half of Ouyang Zhixiong’s body was blown out by a huge force, falling 

straight into Ouyang Haoxuan’s arms . 


